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This article was originally submitted for publication in Wayfinder #12. As it was not accepted, I 

am posting it on the Internet – with edits and expansion based on editorial feedback – for 

general consumption. This article uses material from the Advanced Class Guide, published in 

August 2014, and the NPC Codex, published in January 2013. 

 

The Pathfinder Society are often portrayed in the Pathfinder RPG as the ultimate heroes of the 

setting – adventurers who care more for the expansion of knowledge than treasure per se. While 

the Pathfinder Society forms a useful counterpoint to “murderhobo” type play (characters who 

care nothing for the norms of society, only about killing enemies and taking their stuff), it is not 

without problem. 

 

The Pathfinder Society is based on the real-world National Geographic Society, with overtones 

of the Explorers’ Club of New York City and as such, colonialism and paternalism are part of its 

historical makeup. In Pathfinder Society Organized Play adventures, gamers sometimes see the 

end result of this: Hoaxed and hexed museums, mysterious thefts, and the Aspis Consortium, the 

dark mirror of the Pathfinder Society. In the Compass Stone storyline, serialized in Pathfinder 

#1-6, we saw a bit more of the dark side of the Pathfinder Society – a lust for knowledge so 

strong that it would willingly endanger the world to uncover a newly-discovered antiquity. 

 

The characters in this article invert the common assumptions about Pathfinder Society play: A 

corrupt Pathfinder whose thirst for knowledge and lust for riches make him a dangerous foe, and 

an implacable temple defender whose goal is both to protect her temple from those who would 

raid it, and to protect the greater world from the monsters that her religion keeps locked away 

where they can harm no one. 

 

Weal: Tenre, Temple Tracker of Rametep IV 

 

Before you stands a Keleshite woman, her black hair coiled in ropes to her shoulders. She made 

little sound on her approach, despite her scaled armor, which does not appear to hinder her 

movements. She carries a greatsword across her back and a short staff with a hard metal cap at 

each end at her belt. 

 

“For three days I hunted man. He had stolen what was not rightfully his, and he meant to return 

with it to Absalom." 

 

Those who hunt treasures should remember those treasures often belong to someone else – 

people who don’t appreciate their gold being expropriated for another’s profit, whether that 

someone is a private collector in Whitethrone or the famous Blackros Museum. 



Tenre is a temple tracker in service of an extremely obscure (but active) temple of the Osironic 

gods on the edge of the Sphinx River Valley. She is a sturdy chaser and both a strong ally and an 

implacable adversary. 

When tracking such an adversary, Tenre is an implacable foe and will fight to see justice done. 

When not, she laughs easily and she enjoys both a good game of cards (at which she sometimes 

cheats) and strong liquor. 

As an ally to a party Tenre is a powerful fighter with a number of useful skills at her disposal. 

She also reminds players that high ideals are not always convenient ideals, and adventures are 

about more than killing enemies and making off with everything that isn’t nailed down. 

 

Adventure hooks 

 Tenre enlists the PCs to assist her in tracking a grave robber who is making off with the 

treasures of an ancient pyramid, the sarcophagus of a pharaoh millennia dead. Her goal is 

not only to return the sarcophagus to its rightful place, but to prevent the rising of the 

mummy it contains. The robber, Aren Grail, is a Pathfinder accompanied by six Level 1 

Rogues (see NPC Codex, p. 144). The party catches him as he loads the sarcophagus into 

a ship, triggering a three-way battle between Grail, the party, and another group of 

opportunists (six, class and level as needed). 

 Believing the PCs guilty of theft during a recent visit to Osirion, Tenre and two other 

Templars (use the Shoreline Cleric stat block from NPC Codex p. 45) have tracked them 

to their home base and confronted them with evidence placing them at the scene of the 

theft. They must clear their names by finding – and helping her capture – the true culprit 

(use the Guild Initiate, NPC Codex p. 146, for her and Superstitious Mercenary, p. 80, for 

her 4 cohorts). 

 

Tenre      CR 4 

XP 1,200 

Female Human (Keleshite) Slayer (Deliverer) 5 (Advanced Class Guide) 

LN Medium humanoid (human) 

Init +7; Senses Perception +8 

 

Defense 

AC 20, touch 13, flat-footed 17 (+7 armor, +3 Dex) 

hp 37 (5d10+5) 

Fort +7 (+2 circumstance bonus vs. hot weather), Ref +9, Will +3 

 

Offense 

Speed 15 ft. 

Melee desert frost +8 (2d6+4/19-20) and 

   hanbo +7 (1d6+2) 



Special Attacks sneak attack +1d6, studied target 

 

Statistics 

Str 14, Dex 17, Con 13, Int 14, Wis 10, Cha 12 

Base Atk +5; CMB +7; CMD 20 

Feats Amateur Investigator, Combat Reflexes, Improved Initiative, Power Attack 

Skills Acrobatics +8, Appraise +7, Climb +10, Disguise +6, Escape Artist +2, Intimidate +9, 

Knowledge (geography) +10, Perception +8, Ride +6, Sense Motive +8, Stealth +8, Survival +6; 

Racial Modifiers slayer talents (hard to fool) 

Languages Common, Kelish, Osiriani, Osiriani, Ancient 

SQ determined zeal, track +2 

Other Gear +1 deflecting dragonhide agile breastplate, desert frost, hanbo, cloak of resistance 

+2, hot weather outfit, slayer's kit, 3,731 gp, 5 sp 

 

Special Abilities 

Amateur Investigator (2/day)  

Combat Reflexes (4 AoO/round)  

Determined Zeal (Ex) 

Hard to Fool (2/day) (Ex) 

Hot weather outfit +2 Fort vs. Hot Weather (does not stack with Survival skill's bonuses) 

Power Attack -2/+4 

Sneak Attack +1d6 

Studied Target +2 (Move action, 2 at a time) (Ex) 

Track +2 

 

Tactics: Tenre prefers to stalk a target and attack with overwhelming force and aggressive 

movement. Her Acrobatics skill lets her move effortlessly through threatened space without 

drawing attacks of opportunity, and makes her difficult to flank and corner. She is not, however, 

a fanatic – she will attempt to talk an opponent down before resorting to combat if she believes 

it’s possible to resolve a situation peacefully, and will flee if reduced below 10 hit points. 

 

Woe: Aren Grail, Pathfinder Treasure Hunter 

The half-elven man’s eyes shift between you and your companions. His head shaved, he wears 

fine black leathers that glint with metal studs, his rapier hilt a-twinkle. He flashes a toothy grin 

as he bows, and flashes a Wayfinder. 

 

Aren Grail grew up on tales of the Pathfinder Society and its efforts to learn the secrets of the 

world. Unfortunately he grew up in deep poverty, with family members scrimping to give him 

the slightest semblance of a normal upbringing. He wanted to become a Pathfinder to bring 

honor, glory, and a livable wage to his family. Indeed, many renowned Pathfinders have come 

from mean starts such as this one. 

 



Unfortunately, on his first assignment, desire met greed, and greed won. It infected everything 

that Grail did. He is developing a reputation within the Pathfinder Society, and many of his 

colleagues wonder if he might actually be an Aspis Consortium plant.  

 

Outwardly, Grail cultivates the image of a dedicated Pathfinder. He gathers comfort from lovers, 

cards, and cheap liquor, but of late the worry lines in his face have been growing, not knowing 

when his habits will catch up with him and end either his career in the Pathfinder Society, or his 

life. 

Aren wants to uphold the ideals of the Pathfinder Society, but is constantly beset and falling prey 

to his temptations. At the same time, he presents a real danger in a Society-focused campaign, 

and perhaps a dark mirror for a PC party asking the question, is the Pathfinder Society’s mission 

truly just? 

Adventure hooks 

 Aren might be a conniving Pathfinder, but he is still a Pathfinder. That means that the 

Society must protect him with due process when victims of his less scrupulous dealings 

come to call. Aren recently returned from Osirion with a number of valuable artifacts – 

some of which the Society already fears were temple relics from an active temple – and a 

temple tracker, Tenre, hunting him. While protecting and investigating Aren, the PCs 

must also convince his pursuer that they wish justice done. 

 Aren Grail, just back from his latest trip to the Blackros Museum, receives an urgent 

note. One of the artifacts he delivered to the museum bore a curse beyond the ability of 

the Blackros Family’s staff wizard. Now with a party of more-reliable Pathfinders he 

must return to the mission to retrieve it for study. But will he permit the rest of the party 

to complete their mission? Or does he have another agenda? 

 

Aren Grail      CR 4 

XP 1,200 

Male Half-Elf Investigator (Spiritualist) 3 (Advanced Class Guide)/Rogue 2 

CN Medium humanoid (elf, human) 

Init +2; Senses low-light vision; Perception +10 

Defense 

AC 16, touch 12, flat-footed 14 (+4 armor, +2 Dex) 

hp 31 (5d8+5) 

Fort +3, Ref +9, Will +4; +2 vs. enchantments, +2 bonus vs. death effects & neg. energy 

Defensive Abilities evasion; Immune sleep; Resist strong life 

Offense 

Speed 20 ft. 

Melee +1 exclusionary rapier +5 (1d6+2/18-20) 

Special Attacks sneak attack +1d6 

Statistics 



Str 12, Dex 15, Con 12, Int 16, Wis 11, Cha 14 

Base Atk +3; CMB +4; CMD 16 

Feats Arcane Talent[APG], Deadly Dealer, Deny the Reaper, Scholar[ISWG], Skill Focus 

(Appraise) 

Skills Appraise +14, Climb +6, Disable Device +11, Escape Artist +6, Heal +2, Knowledge 

(history) +13, Knowledge (religion) +13, Linguistics +11, Perception +10, Sense Motive +8, 

Stealth +7, Survival +0 (+2 to avoid becoming lost), Use Magic Device +10; Racial Modifiers 

+2 Perception 

Languages Common, Dtang, Elven, Hallit, Kelish, Osiriani, Osiriani, Ancient, Skald, 

Thassilonian, Varisian 

SQ commune with spirits, elf blood, inspiration, poison use, fast poisoning, investigator talents 

(black market connections), rogue talents (card sharp), sixth sense, spirit sense, trapfinding +2 

Other Gear +1 studded leather, +1 exclusionary rapier, cloak of resistance +1, wayfinder, 

investigator's kit, thieves' tools, masterwork, 1,367 gp, 5 sp 

Special Abilities 

Arcane Talent (Jolt, 3/day) 

Black Market Connections (Ex) 

Commune With Spirits (comprehend languages, detect secret doors, identify) (Sp) 

Deadly Dealer 

Deny the Reaper 

Elf Blood 

Elven Immunities 

Evasion (Ex) 

Inspiration (+1d6, 4/day) (Ex) 

Low-Light Vision 

Poison Use 

Poisoning (Standard Action) (Ex) 

Scholar (Knowledge [history], Knowledge [religion]) 

Sixth Sense (Su) 

Sneak Attack +1d6 

Spirit Sense (Su) 

Strong Life +2 (Ex) 

Trapfinding +2 

Wayfinder (empty)  

 

Tactics: Aren Grail fancies himself a hero like in the sagas he likes to read in his time off, but he 

doesn’t have the battle hardening that many of his peers do. He’s well-suited to cunning and 

tactical movement, and prefers to attack from stealth, using his sneak attack to disable an enemy. 

Unless cornered or otherwise trapped, he will attempt to retreat when his hit points drop below 

15. 


